Chronic airflow obstruction and respiratory symptoms following tuberculosis: a review of South African studies.
There is renewed interest in the chronic respiratory sequelae of pulmonary tuberculosis (PTB), particularly chronic airflow limitation. A number of South African epidemiological studies have been published, which, although not specifically designed to examine this association, provide useful data on the nature of the relationship. To review population-based and occupational studies conducted in South Africa that provide estimates of the association between PTB, chronic symptoms and lung function loss. Two general population and a number of occupational studies were included. Most were able to control for likely confounders. Chronic chest symptoms and lung function loss were consistently associated with PTB, whether measured by self-report or prospectively in cohort studies. Odds ratios (ORs) were higher for chronic bronchitis (range 1.5-7.2) than for asthma (range 0.7-2.2). For spirometrically defined chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, the OR range was 2.6-8.9, depending on definition. Combined obstructive/restrictive lung function loss was the most common functional outcome, with a net obstructive effect. The association of past TB with non-specific bronchial hyperresponsiveness was equivocal. These studies add to the evidence of a strong association between PTB, even if treated, and subsequent airflow obstruction as well as restrictive loss. Unanswered questions include extent of recovery over time, effect modification by smoking and other cofactors, and degree of reversibility by treatment.